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Before we can discover how the spirit circulates.·, we have to
introduce- a further- id,ea - that of ac-cu.mulators of· energy.

Man

contains within him a number of different ac-cumulators, or- plac:es
where, energy is stored.

The-se accumulators are in pairs, so t·hat

when one has emptied. the other talces over.

It is· quite- possible

to notice this happening, for instance, when one is tir-ed,. perhaps
one yawns, or stops· for a moment,. and then quite unexpec·tedly one
feels a new flow of energy.

The- phenomen.o n of a

I

s econd wind I which

long distanc:ec runners experienc·e,. is another example.

What actualfy

talces place , is that a switch changes over the circuit from one.
acc:umula1;or to the- other-.
Meanwhile the first accumulator is f'illingup a.gain.
it fill up from?

Where does

Both accumulators are connec:tea; to a c:entral

supply - the sourc-e of power we were talking about in chapter I.
This s-ource of: power is· called the big accumulator.

We can only

c:ontac.t it at moments of extreme urge.n cy, otherwise it might get
all used up, and we should die·.

So for- all normal purposes the,

energy we need: is· drawn from the small accumulators, and this
arrangement ensures that plenty is kept in reserve.

Many of our troubles are d.ue to the fact that some of the small
accumulators are not in proper working cond.i tion.

Others· are blocked

and need emptying and clearing out, still others have never been· used
and. need: opening up.

The function of the meditation - one of its·

functions - is to put all this in order, and. that is where the·
circulation of the spirit comes into it.
In the symbol these accumula.tors are arranged. along the three·
sid.es of the · triangle.

(see fig.6.)

Accumulators, of course,

exist on , many different levels, and so there are really severa·l
triangles - one very near to the centre, a.nother further· out, another·
further· out still, and. so on •.

But to simplify· matters we will

consider only one triangle - that which is concerned. with the level
of energy of whicb. our impressions consist - the energy which
circulates through our nervous centres and brain.
The rieht ha.nd sid.e of the triangle represents the spinal nervous
system, and. each of the points along this side of the triangle is
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a d.iff.erent group of nerve centres in the spine, the highest
part of the spine being at point

3, where the brain stem is,

and the· lowest part being· at the- apex of the triangle, a;t point·

9,

like a man upside down •.
The base· of the triangle contains all the control centres in the
brain, the three points on the right being connected with that part
of the brain which c·ontrols all our physical and instinctive
mechanisms, our· inner and outer· movements, our reflexes ana: so on,
the three points on-. the lef.t being cronnecied with· our- intellectual and
emotional reactions - including· of course -the speech centres, whic-h.
would appear to play such an important role in, the development of
personality.
The left hand side of' the triangle c·onta.ins the various plexuses
which be long to the autonomic· and sympathetic nervous systems·.
0

on the·right hand side, the highest of' these· comes nearest to the
base of' the triangle, at point 6, the lowest at the apex of· the,
triangle, at point
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So the inner triangle is like a great storehouse of energy it c-onta;ins all the energy stored away in man's nervous· centres
and brain.

If this energy is t-o be used, and if' the centres are

to be kept replenished with new energy, there has to be a. connection
between them• ancl the a:ifferent functional systems a.round the,
circumference of the circ.l e.

Th.is connection is provided by

an inner c,i rculation, which follows a certa:in order or pattern
in i t-s d irec:tion.
Before we ge-t lost in t ·oo much detail, let us take a general
view of this inner· circulation, and. try to see what it implies.
We notice that it is symmetrical about a point of intersec-tion,
just below the apex of the triangle, and. that it divides naturally
into two parts

points I,4, a.nd 2 on the right hand side, and

points· 8,5 and 7 on the- left.

We notice, too, that it flows

always in one direction - from I to
and su on.

4, from 4 to 2, from 2 to 8

In ffoing s·o, it brings energy to certain nerve centres

and' receives energy from others·.

All the time - every moment of.

our lives· - this- exchange of· energy is taking place- - the whole
figure is in perpetual mot-ion - it never stops.
Now points· I,4 and 2 and points
different kind of process.

8,5

and

7

each, represent a

Points I,4 and] 2 a.re c·once-rned with

regener.ation, points· 8,5 and 7 are concerned. with creation.

As ·

we d'i scussed earlier, creation is a descend.ing, a 'downhill'
proce-ss, and if it is to continue a reverse process - an 'uphill'
process· - is necessar'J, which we called. regeneration.

These.- two

aspects of the inner circulation are reciprocal and. complementary
to each other.
A classic example of these two processes can be studied in
organic life.

As is well known, the action of sunlight on the

green plant- cell has the effect of releasing oxygen into the
The oxygen is obtained from water (H2o)
which is taken up by the plant from·the soil.
If we take point- I
earth's atmosphere.

to be water, we can see that it travels first from point I to
point 4.

At point 4 it is acted. on by sunlight, which l)y · means·

of a special mechanism in the plant cell splits · the water molecule
into two separate parts, H and.

o..

The IF combines with carbon

at point 4 to forrri carbohydrates and: various other high energy
fuels, but the O travels from point 4 to point 2 - the earth's·
atmosphere.

(see fig 7).
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Not until April comes does Nature show
Her loveliness; not till the new buds make
Delicate traceries that hang below
The willow branches, drooped over the lake;
Not until yellow daffodils awake,
And primroses grow wild among the woodsNot until then do the cruel winds forsake
Their bitter cold and deep midwinter moods.
For when sweet April comes, like a great breath
That quickens all her creatures, Nature blows
New life and virtue into all that grows,
And Spring is born again, from Winter's death.
So comes the miracle that all may seeDead branch and living shoot on the same tree.
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The Breath of Life.

It is interesting tha,t this c,oming together of three elements
at points I,4 and 2 is much more than a chance combination or·

events - it is a beautifully controlled process by means of which
a balance is kept on the oxygen c·ontent of the earth's atmosphere,the
presenc·e of which is vital for all living creatures.

From the

point of view of this teaching it is a 'triad' or combination of
three forces, the significance of which we will discuss presently.
earth's
The second half of the process occurs when the oxygen in the/
atmosphere trave1s across from point 2 to point 8, where it becomes
available for man and onimals to bree.the.

And this is the starting

point of a second coming together of three elements at points 8,5 and7
Point 8 may be considered as the breathing of man and animals - the
earth-' s
combined. breathing of man,y millions of living creatures over- the/
surface.

Point 5 is the mechanism for conveyi11g oxygen in.to the

blood.stream, and point 7 is the inner respiration which takes p-lac,e
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when this energy is made available to the ;body cells.
And so the cycle is completed.

The cellular matter of organic

life has been quickened. through the circulation of oxygen•, and.
the waste products of the respiration process - carbon dioxide and
water - a.re returned. to the soil at point I, and the process begins
again.

The whole circulation, through points

I,4,2,8,5 and. 7, is

corn1.ec-ted. with breath - with the breath of life..

We are reminded

of the sec·ond chapter of Genesis - "And the Lord God formed. ma.n of
"the dust of the ground, and. breathed into his nostrils the breath
of. life;

and man became a living soul".

Now on a spiritual level the same thine is true.

Spirit is

breath - it is called in Greek pneuma hagion - holy breath, holy
s pirit or holy ghost.

Arn:1 when the spirit circulates through

these six points· it brings life to the soul - it· is in real fact
the breath of life.
meditation.

That which enables it to circulate is the

For when we do the· meditation a· special kind of energy

is manu-fac"1;ured through the interpla,y of elements· which form the
triad: I,4,2.

This energy is quite easily recognisable and has

quite definite effects.

Gradually a.s we continue with the

meditation, more and more of this energy collects at point 2,
until eventually it passes across to point 8, where it bec·omes· food
for the soul.

For the soul is starved of this energy and needs

it desperately, just as the body need.s oxygen.

(s ee fig 7 a overleaf)

When this transformation happens, new energy bec·omes available
at point 8 - new energy which will enable the three parts of the
soul - points

8,5

and

7 - to grow

a.ml develop.

That is how

expand into a larger world, through the meditation.
which will bring about a real change in our lives.
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